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On the Human Control of a Multiple Quadcopters with a
Cable-suspended Payload System
Pratik Prajapati, Sagar Parekh, and Vineet Vashista
Abstract— A quadcopter is an under-actuated system with
only four control inputs for six degrees of freedom, and yet the
human control of a quadcopter is simple enough to be learned
with some practice. In this work, we consider the problem of
human control of a multiple quadcopters system to transport a
cable-suspended payload. The coupled dynamics of the system,
due to the inherent physical constraints, is used to develop
a leader-follower architecture where the leader quadcopter is
controlled directly by a human operator and the followers
are controlled with the proposed Payload Attitude Controller
and Cable Attitude Controller. Experiments, where a human
operator flew a two quadcopters system to transport a cablesuspended payload, were conducted to study the performance
of proposed controller. The results demonstrated successful
implementation of human control in these systems. This work
presents the possibility of enabling manual control for on-the-go
maneuvering of the quadcopter-payload system which motivates
aerial transportation in the unknown environments.
Index Terms— Quadcopters, Human control, Cablesuspended payload, Collaborative transportation, Multi-agents

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the technological advancement in electronics has led to the development of small, light-weight, and
cheap Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) with quadcopter
being the most popular configuration. Despite being an
under-actuated system, the manual control of a quadcopter
is quite simple and can be learned with some practice as
seen in high speed First Person View (FPV) [1] drone racing
where a human operator performs extremely agile maneuvers
with great expertise. With the addition of a cable-suspended
payload, the manual control of a quadcopter is possible but
may require a lot of practice for the operator to develop
the coupled dynamics intuition. However, if the onboard
controller can compensate the payload dynamics then human
control of the system can be achieved with relative ease.
This approach can further be extended to human control of
a multiple quadcopters collaboratively transporting a cablesuspended payload system. Such a capability can be very
useful for applications involving agriculture, warehouses, and
impromptu payload transport tasks.
Various mechanisms have been used in the literature for
the applications of carrying payload using quadcopters. Rigid
links arms and grippers have been used in [2–5]. Some works
demonstrated the case of directly mounting the payload to
the quadcopter chassis [6–7]. In other works [8–13], a cablesuspended payload is also used. One advantage of using
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cables is that the quadcopter’s rotational dynamics remains
unaffected and the system retains its agility. However, the
cable-suspended payload swings during the flight, with the
possibilities of large amplitudes, which can destabilize the
entire system. Therefore, the control of a single quadcopter or
multiple quadcopters transporting a cable-suspended payload
need to account for the physical constraints due to the
coupled dynamics.
For a quadcopter with a cable-suspended payload system,
trajectory planning algorithms for generating feasible trajectories have been developed using different approaches in [14–
15]. In addition, to compensate for the payload oscillations,
estimator-based control algorithms have been developed in
[16–17]. Further, a system with an arbitrary number of
quadcopters with a cable-suspended payload is shown to
be differentially flat [8], and the flatness property is used
to generate dynamically feasible trajectories for the system.
In [18], a distributed wrench control method is utilized to
allow autonomous transportation of payload using multiple
quadcopters without explicit communication between peers.
A geometric controller is developed in [9] to track the
position of the payload while the quadcopters maintained
a prescribed formation. Notably, these works focused on
the autonomous tracking of a predetermined trajectory of
the payload. However, the scope of the applications for a
quadcopter can be further enhanced by facilitating an on-thego manipulation of the desired motion by a human operator.
This can possibly allow the system to navigate through
unknown environments without the need for mapping.
For the collaborative control of a multiple quadcopters
system, leader-follower control strategies have been proposed. In [19–20], an admittance control based strategy
was implemented to enable leader-follower collaboration to
transport a payload along a desired motion. Further, in [10],
a vision based localization, where the follower quadcopter
would rely on visual and inertial feedback, was used.
In this paper, a system with n number of quadcopters
collaboratively transporting a cable-suspended payload is
modeled using the Lagrangian mechanics on a manifold and
variation based linearization is used to linearize the system.
A control architecture where a human directly controls the
leader quadcopter and two control schemes, namely Payload
Attitude Controller (PAC), and Cable Attitude Controller
(CAC), are developed to control the follower quadcopters.
The goal of PAC is to minimize the payload oscillations
and that of CAC is to minimize the oscillations of cables
connected with the followers to enable stable flight of the
system. The performance of the proposed control architecture
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is evaluated through experiments using two quadcopters with
a cable-suspended payload and in simulation with three
quadcopters.

From the Lagrangian, L = T −V , the infinitesimal variation1
in the action integral can be written as
δI =

II. METHODS
A. Dynamical Model of the System
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Fig. 1: A system of multiple quadcopters collaboratively transporting a cable-suspended payload system. The fixed inertial frame
is denoted by {I} and the body-fixed frame of the payload is
represented by {B}.

Consider a system of a cable-suspended payload being
transported by multiple quadcopters collaboratively as shown
in the Fig. 1. The body-fixed axes for the quadcopters are
chosen as {b1i , b2i , b3i }, i = 1, 2, ...n with the third axis
being perpendicular to the plane of the quadcopter and
pointing upwards. The position of the payload is defined as
x0 ∈ R3 and its orientation is denoted as a rotation matrix
R0 ∈ SO(3) w.r.t frame {I}. ρi ∈ R3 , i = 1, 2, ..n is the
position vector from the centre of mass of the payload to
the point of attachment of the cable of the ith quadcopter.
qi ∈ S2 , i = 1, 2, ...n represents the attitude of the ith cable
and Ri ∈ SO(3), i = 1, 2, ...n represents the attitude of
the ith quadcopter. The configuration space of the system
is given by R3 × SO(3) × (S2 × SO(3))n . mi ∈ R and
Ji ∈ R3×3 denote the mass and the moment of inertia matrix
of the ith quadcopter and li is the length of the ith cable.
The cables can be considered mass-less and if it remain taut
then the position of the ith quadcopter in frame {I} can be
calculated as xi = x0 +R0 ρi −li qi . The kinematics equations
for each cable, quadcopter, and the payload are given as
b 0 respectively.
b i , and Ṙ0 = R0 Ω
q̇i = ωi × qi , Ṙi = Ri Ω
ωi ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the ith cable. Ωi ∈ R3 is
the angular velocity of the ith quadcopter in its body frame.
Ω0 ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the payload in {B}. The
− so(3) is defined as x
by = x × y for all
hatmap b· : R3 →
x, y ∈ R3 and so(3) is the skew symmetric matrix [21]. The
total kinetic energy (T ) and the potential energy (V ) of the
system are
n
n
1
1X
1X T
1
T = m0 kẋ0 k2 + ΩT0 J0 Ω0 +
mi kẋi k2 +
Ωi Ji Ωi
2
2
2 i=1
2 i=1
(1)
n
X
T
T
V = m0 ge3 x0 +
mi ge3 xi
(2)
i=1

(4)

The variation in the virtual work [21] with the variation in
ith quadcopter position, δxi , and quadcopter attitude, ηi is
given by
Z tf X
n 

(5)
ui · δxi + Mi · ηi dt
δW =

ρ4

ρ3
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m4 J4

m2 J2
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The total thrust force and moment generated by the ith
quadcopter is denoted as fi ∈ R and Mi ∈ R3 respectively.
The components of this thrust force w.r.t. frame {I} along
e1 , e2 , and e3 axes can be given as

qn

q3

tf
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∂ q̇i
∂qi
∂Ωi
i=1
(3)
Z

i=1

According to the Lagrange-d’Alembert Principle [22], the
infinitesimal variation of the action integral over fixed time
period is equal to negative of an infinitesimal variation of
the work done by the external forces during the same time
period, i.e. δI = −δW .
Using integration by part and rearranging the terms, the
EOM of the system can be written as
b 20 ρi − R0 ρbi Ω̇0 − li q̈i ) + MC =
2MA ẍ0 + 2MB (R0 Ω

n
X

ui

i=1

(6)
Jeq Ω̇0 + 2MB (b
ρi R0T ẍ0 − ρbi R0T li q̈i )
n
X

ρbi R0T ui − mi ge3
i=1
mi li q̈i + qbi2 mi ẍ0 − mi q̈i2 R0 ρbi Ω̇0

=
b 0 Jeq Ω0
−Ω

(7)

=

b 20 ρi − mi ge3 − mi li kq̇i k2 qi
qbi2 ui − mi R0 Ω

(8)

Ji Ω̇i + Ωi × Ji Ωi = Mi

Pn
0
where MA = m2P
+ 12 i=1
n
MC = m0 ge3 + i=1 mi ge3

(9)

mi , MB =

1
2

Pn

i=1

mi , and

B. Control Architecture
Consider the problem of transporting a payload using
a system of multiple quadcopters. As a human cannot
control multiple quadcopters at a time, a leader-follower
strategy is adopted in which human controls one of the
quadcopters (leader) and the other quadcopters (followers)
are autonomously controlled to facilitate a stable flight. As
the payload is suspended from the quadcopters using cables,
the movements of the leader quadcopter induces oscillations
in the cables and the payload. The task of the follower
1 The

infinitesimal variation of R ∈ SO(3), can be expressed in terms

of the exponential map [22] as δR =

d
d

R exp(b
η)
=0

=

Rb
η,

where η ∈ R3 . The infinitesimal variation in the body angular velocity,
b + η̇, δq =
Ω ∈ R3 , and the cable attitude, q ∈ S 2 , is given by δΩ = Ωη
d
b = ξb × q where ξ ∈ R3 satisfies ξ T q = 0. The corresponding
exp(
ξ)q
d
infinitesimal variation in angular velocity of the cables is denoted as δω.
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quadcopters is to reduce these oscillations and maintain the
payload in a desired orientation, to enable human control of
the multiple quadcopters system to transport the payload. To
achieve this, a control architecture is developed consisting
of (1) Payload Attitude Controller (PAC) which reduces
the payload oscillations, and (2) Cable Attitude Controller
(CAC) which reduces the cable oscillations.
From Eqs. (6-9), the thrust force (fi ) generated by ith
quadcopter is only along its third body-fixed axis, i.e. b3i ,
implying that the translational dynamics are under-actuated.
Initially, for defining the control architecture, a fictitious
thrust input, ui ∈ R3 , have been considered without the
rotational dynamics.
At the hover equilibrium configuration, the attitude of
the payload, cables, and quadcopters are R0e = I3×3 ,
qie = −e3 , and Rie = I3×3 respectively w.r.t frame {I},
and the position of the payload can be chosen arbitrarily,
x0e . Further, the translational and angular velocities of the
payload are zero, i.e. ẋ0e = 03×1 and Ω0e = 03×1 , and the
angular velocities of the cables and quadcopters are zero,
i.e. ωie = 03×1 and Ωie = 03×1 . The position of the ith
quadcopter at hover equilibrium configuration can be written
as xie = x0e +ρi −li e3 . The fictitious thrust input and control
moment at equilibrium configuration with fie = (mi + mn0 )g
will be
uie = fie Rie e3 , Mie = 03×1

(10)

As the dynamics of the system evolve on a nonlinear manifold, variation based linearization [23] is used to linearize the
system dynamics about the hover equilibrium configuration.
Consider the trajectory of the payload is denoted as x0d ,
which is not defined apriori and depends on the human. The
variation in the payload position is given as δx0 = x0 − x0d .
Similarly, the variations in the other states of the system at
hover equilibrium configuration are given as
Cables :
P ayload :
Quadcopters :

δqi = ξi × e3 ,
δR0 = R0e ηb0 = ηb0 ,
δRi = Rie ηbi = ηbi ,

δ q̇i = ξ˙i × e3 (11)
δΩ0 = η̇0
(12)
δΩi = η̇i
(13)

where η0 ∈ R3 and ξi ∈ R3 which satisfies ξi · e3 = 0.
The variation of the angular velocity of the ith cable, ωi ,
is δωi ∈ R3 such that δωi · e3 = 0. So, the third elements
of ξi and δωi are zero for hover equilibrium configuration.
Hence, the state vector in the linearized model of the system
contains C T ξi ∈ R2 , where C = [e1 , e2 ] ∈ R3×2 . With the
variation in the control input, δui = ui − uie , the linearized
equations of motion are written as
M ẍ + Gx = Bδu + g(x, ẋ)

(14)

Expressions for matrices M, G, and B are omitted due
to page constraint and made available on request. g(x, ẋ)
represents the higher order terms which equal to zero for
the chosen equilibrium configuration. The state vector, x =
[δx0 , η0 , C T ξ1 , C T ξ2 , · · · , C T ξn ]T ∈ R6+2n and δu =
[δu1 , δu2 , · · · , δun ]T ∈ R3n . The linearized dynamics of the
system in state space is written as
ż = A0 z + B0 δu
T

where z = [x, ẋ] ∈ R

2(6+2n)

, A0 ∈ R

(15)
2(6+2n)×2(6+2n)

, and

B0 ∈ R2(6+2n)×(3n) are given by




0
I(6+2n)×(6+2n)
0(6+2n)×(3n)
A0 = (6+2n)×(6+2n)
,
B
=
−1
−1
0
−M G
0
M B
(6+2n)×(6+2n)

Consider the first quadcopter as the leader, i.e. fully
controlled by a human. The value of δu1 in Eq. (15) is
governed by the human and can be thought of as based on
system’s states with a feedback gain, kh , i.e.
δu1 = −kh z

(16)

For calculating the control inputs for the follower quadcopters, δui ∀ i ∈ [2, n], a state feedback controller is
designed as
δui = δui,P AC + δui,CAC

(17)

δui,P AC defines the PAC input, which reduces the payload
oscillations, and δui,CAC defines the CAC input which reduces the cable oscillations.
δui,P AC = −(Kη0 η0 + Kη̇0 η̇0 ) := −Ki,P AC z
δui
= −(Kξ C T ξi + K C T ξ˙i ) := −Ki
,CAC

i

ξ̇i

,CAC

(18)
z

(19)

where Kη0 , Kη̇0 ∈ R3×3 , Kξi , Kξ̇i ∈ R3×2 , and
Ki,P AC , Ki,CAC ∈ R3×2(6+2n) are the gains matrices. From
Eq. (15),
ż = (A0 − B0 K)z

(20)


T
where K = kh (k2,P AC + k2,CAC ) ... (kn,P AC + kn,CAC )
For (A0 − B0 K) hurwitz, the equilibrium configuration
will be asymptotically stable. This can be achieved by appropriately selecting PAC and CAC gains for non-aggressive
maneuvers by human.
As the attitude dynamics of the payload evolves on SO(3)
[22], the actual errors between the desired attitude, R0d , and
current attitude, R0 , and the error in the angular velocity
can be defined as eR0 = 12 (R0Td R0 − R0T R0d )∨ , eΩ0 =
Ω0 − (R0T R0d )Ω0d . Ω0 = R0T Ṙ0 and Ω0d = R0Td Ṙ0d , and
veemap (·)∨ : so(3) →
− R3 .
For payload orientation, R0 , close to the desired orientation, R0d , the state [η0 , δΩ0 ]T can be approximated as the
error between the desired and actual states of the system
evolving on SO(3) [23].
T

T 
η0 δΩ0 ≈ eR0 eΩ0
(21)
The attitude dynamics of the cables evolves on S2 [22].
The actual error in the ith cable attitude, eqi , between the
current attitude, qi , and the desired attitude, qdi , and the error
in the angular velocity can be written as eqi = qbdi qi , and
eωi = ωi − (−b
qi2 )ωdi respectively. For the actual attitude,
th
qi , of the i cable close to the desired attitude, qdi , the
state [ξi , δωi ]T can be approximated as the error between
the desired and actual states of the system evolving on S2 .

T 
T
ξi δωi ≈ eqi eωi
(22)
Eqs. (21) and (22) are used for defining the errors for
developing the control input as given in Eq. (17). The desired
thrust vector, uid ∈ R3 , for the ith quadcopter can be written
in terms of control input, δui , and fictitious thrust input at
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equilibrium, uie from Eq. (10), as
uid = uie + δui

(23)

Thus, to enable the human control of the entire system,
follower quadcopters needs to generate desired thrust, uid ∈
R3 ∀ i ∈ [2, n] in frame {I}, but a quadcopter can generate a
thrust force, fi ∈ R, only along the third body fixed axis, i.e.
b3i . However, utilizing the fact that the rotational dynamics
of a quadcotper is fully actuated, Mi ∈ R3 from Eq. (9), the
quadcopter can be oriented at desired attitude such that the
thrust force, fi , along the axes of the frame {I} provides the
desired thrust, uid . In this work, this is achieved by the roll
and pitch motion of the quadcopter.
The linearized model of the translational dynamics of a
quadcopter [24], keeping the initial yaw angle zero, i.e. ψi =
0, is given as


mi gθi
mi ẍi = −mi gφi 
(24)
fi
where φi and θi are the roll and pitch angles of the ith
quadcopter respectively, and fi is the trust force generated by
the ith quadcopter. From Eq. (23) and Eq. (24), the desired
roll angle, φdi , pitch angle, θdi , and thrust force, fi , can be
calculated as

  
uid1 /mi g
θdi
φdi  = uid /mi g  , ∀ i ∈ [2, n]
(25)
2
fi
uid3
For the ith follower quadcopter, a PID Attitude Controller
is used to calculate the roll, pitch, and yaw moments, M1i ,
M2i , and M3i respectively, to achieve the desired attitude.

R

 
kpφ (φdi − φi ) + kiφ (φdi − φi )dt + kdφ (φ̇di − φ̇i )
M 1i
R

M2i  =  kp (θd − θi ) + ki (θd − θi )dt + kd (θ̇d − θ̇i ) 

θ
θR
i
i
i
θ
M 3i
kpψ (ψdi − ψi ) + kiψ (ψdi − ψi )dt + kdψ (ψ̇di − ψ̇i )
(26)

For evaluating the performance of the proposed controller,
configuration error functions for the cables and the payload
are defined on the manifolds S2 and SO(3) respectively,
adopted from [25]. These configuration error functions are
given as
Ψqi = 1 − qdTi qi ,
i ∈ [1, n]
1
For Payload ΨR0 = tr(I − RdT R)
2
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For Cables

(27)

The experimental setup used to implement the proposed
control architecture is shown in Fig. 2. PlutoX drones by
Drona Aviation Pvt Ltd [26], frame size of 13 cm, weight
52 g, maximum payload carrying capacity of 15 g, were
used for conducting the experiments. Vicon® motion capture
system was used to record the real time flight data, which
are used to estimate the attitude and angular velocity of
the cables and the payload. Robot Operating System (ROS)
was used for developing the control algorithm. The data
from the Vicon system were communicated to the ground
station through Ethernet cables using the ROS /vicon bridge
package [27] at a rate of 100 Hz. The quadcopters were
operated with the PID Attitude Controller which receives the

control inputs from the ground station in terms of roll angle,
pitch angle, yawing rate, and throttle via WiFi at a frequency
of 1000 Hz. Yaw inputs were not given to the quadcopter in
the presented experiments.
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Ω0 = 0

(Vicon Feedback)
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Fig. 2: The communication and control architecture of the two
quadcopters with a cable-suspended payload system are shown in
(a) and (b) respectively. The leader quadcopter is fully controlled
by the human with φh , θh , and fh as the human inputs. Based
on the feedback of the attitude and the angular velocities of cable,
(q2 , q̇2 ), and that of the payload, (R0 , Ω0 ), the desired roll angle,
φd , pitch angle, θd , and thrust f , are calculated.

An experimental task was designed to conduct human operated quadcopter experiments where two quadcopters were
flown using the leader-follower strategy using the proposed
control architecture. Quadcopter 1, leader, is fully controlled
by a human and quadcotper 2, follower, is autonomously
controlled using CAC and PAC. A 60 cm long MDF strip,
with cross-section 1.5 cm × 0.3 cm and mass of 24 g, was
used as the payload. Each end of the payload was suspended
from a point slightly below from the CG of the respective
quadcopters with 50 cm long cables. The first body fixed
axis, b1 , of the payload is taken along the length and the
third body fixed axis, b3 , is taken perpendicular to the length
and along the thickness of the payload. The communication
and control architecture for the system is shown in Fig. 2
(a) and (b) respectively. The task involved commanding the
leader quadcopter such that the payload moves along a square
trajectory within an area of 2 m × 2 m in space. The human
inputs are in terms of φh , θh , and fh which correspond to
δu1 in Eq. (16). For the follower quadcopter, the control
input, δu2 , is computed from PAC and CAC as per Eqs.
(18-19) and is used to compute the desired roll angle, φd2 ,
pitch angle, θd2 , and thrust, f2 , using Eq. (25). These desired
values for both quadcopters serve as inputs to the onboard
PID Attitude Controller of each quadcopter.
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leader and the follower quadcopters. It is observed that there
is a rapid decay in the amplitude of the cable oscillations
for the follower quadcopter, q2 . Notably, cable oscillations
of leader quadcopter, q1 , are also observed to decay, which
further shows a positive effect of PAC and CAC controlled
follower quadcopter that minimizes the errors in the payload
and its cable attitude. Thus, a stable human controlled flight
is achieved.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Human Experiments
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Fig. 3: Experimental results. Plots (a-c) compare the positions of

(b)

the leader, x1 , y1 , and z1 , and follower, x2 , y2 , and z2 , along e1 ,
e2 , and e3 axes respectively. The plot in (d) shows the variation
in the error of the payload attitude, eR0 , about the b2 and b3 axes.
Plots (e) and (f) show the variation in the cable attitude, qi , for the
leader and follower along the e1 and e2 axes respectively
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First, the experiment of two quadcopter-payload system
was carried out using only onboard attitude controller without implementing CAC and PAC. The motion of the leader
quadcopter induced oscillations in the cables and the payload. Without additional controller, the follower quadcopter
did not receive the desired roll angle, φd2 , pitch angle, θd2 ,
and thrust force, f2 , to mitigate these oscillations. Hence,
it was observed that for initial few seconds the follower
quadcopter hovered after which the entire system crashed.
Thus, the manual flight of two quadcopters-payload system
is not feasible without additional control scheme.
The experimental results of a 30 s period of the human
controlled flight are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3 (a-c) make a
comparison between the position of the leader and follower
quadcopters along e1 , e2 , and e3 axes. The position of the
follower quadcopter along e1 , i.e. x2 , is observed to be at an
almost consistent offset of 60 cm from the leader quadcopter,
i.e. x1 , which is the length of the payload. The position of the
follower quadcopter along e2 axis, i.e. y2 , and e3 axis, i.e. z2 ,
coincides with that of the leader’s except for the occasional
overshoots when there is a sudden change in direction of
motion. This implies that the proposed control architecture
keeps the follower quadcopter behind the leader separated
by the payload’s length along e1 and at the same level as the
leader in the e2 -e3 plane to keep the payload in the desired
orientation, R0d = I3×3 .
Figure 3 (d) shows the error in the payload attitude,
eR0 , about b2 and b3 axes. As the cable attachments points
on the payload form the b1 axis, the error in the payload
attitude about b1 need not be controlled. As the leader
quadcopter is continuously moving, it causes oscillations in
the payload attitude, these oscillations are dampened by PAC
as it maintains the payload in its desired orientation. The
plots in Fig. 3 (e) and (f) show the cable attitude for the

y (Y (m
m))

0

5

10

15
t (sec)

20

25

Fig. 4: Simulation results for three quadcopters with cablesuspended payload system. Plot (a) shows the trajectory of the payload. The plots (b) and (c) show the cable and payload configuration
error function for the system.

In the experiment, a slender-rod shaped payload suspended
at the end points was used. Since the points of suspension
lie on a line, the roll attitude of the payload need not be
controlled. However, for payloads not shaped like a slender
rod, all three components of the payload’s attitude need to be
controlled along with the cable attitude control for followers.
Thus, simulations for transportation of cable-suspended triangular shaped payload along a square trajectory, similar to
the task in the experiment, using three quadcopters were performed. In particular, a 60 cm equilateral triangular shaped
payload, mass 23 g, is considered for the simulation. The
leader quadcopter is commanded such that payload moves
starting from point O(0, 0, 0) m to points A, B, C, and D as
depicted in the Fig. 4 (a). A point to point position tracking
controller [28] is used for the leader quadcopter.
As shown in Fig. 4 (b), the peaks in the configuration error
function for the cables and the payload attitudes, ψqi and
ψR0 , appear when the leader quadcopter is commanded to
change direction, i.e. at the vertices of the square trajectory.
The rapid decay in the configuration error function depict
the effectiveness of the CAC and PAC in minimizing the
oscillations of the cables and the payload respectively.
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C. Discussion
The main focus of this work was to implement a control architecture to enable human control of a multi-agent
system. The results of the experiment demonstrate that, for
the case of multiple quadcopters and a cable-suspended
payload, it can be achieved by controlling the cables’ and
payload’s attitude. Notably, the use of CAC and PAC will
be tested further with multi-follower quadcopters in future
work. Further, a state feedback controller is used in this
study but there exists the possibility of other control designs
which could enable better performance. The incorporation
of human in the control loop can facilitate the navigation of
quadcopters-payload system through unknown environments
with potential applications in agriculture, warehouses, and
tasks requiring impromptu payload transport. Therefore, the
future work will focus on achieving the cables’ and payload’s
attitude computation using portable onboard sensors, such as
potentiometers, encoders, IMUs, etc., to eliminate the need
of an indoor motion capture system and the ground station.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we addressed the problem of manual control
of a multiple quadcopter system collaboratively transporting
a cable-suspended payload. As a human cannot control
multiple quadcopters simultaneously, a leader-follower control architecture was developed, where a human directly
controls the leader and followers are controlled by proposed
Payload Attitude Controller (PAC) and Cable Attitude Controller (CAC). Human experiments were conducted for two
quadcopters with a cable-suspended payload and simulations
were performed using three quadcopters-payload system. The
results showed successful human control of these systems to
transport the payload spatially. With further testing of the
control architecture and use of onboard sensors in future, the
presented work demonstrates the possibility of incorporating
human control of a multiple quadcopters and payload system
to enable impromptu payload transportation in unknown
environments.
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